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CHAPTER

3
Assembling a Model

As Chapter 1 discusses, a water distribution model is a mathematical description of a
real-world system. Before building a model, it is necessary to gather information
describing the network. In this chapter, we introduce and discuss somces of data used
in constructing models.
The latter part of the chapter covers model skeletonization. Skeletonization is the process of simplify ing the real system for model representation, and it involves making
decisions about the level of detail to be included.

3.1

MAPS AND RECORDS

Many potential sources are avai lable for obtaining the data required to generate a
water distribution model, and the avail ab ility of these somces varies dramatically
from utility to utility. The fo llowing sections discuss some of the most commonly
used resources, including system maps, as-built drawings, and electronic data files.

System Maps
System maps are typically the most useful documents for gaining an overall understanding of a water distribution system because they illustrate a wide variety of
va luab le system characteristics. System maps may include such information as
• Pipe alignment, connectivity, material, diameter, and so on
• The locations of other system components, such as tanks and valves
• Pressure zone boundaries
• Elevations
• Miscellaneous notes or references for tank characteristics
• Background information, such as the locations of roadways, streams, planning zones, and so on
• Other utilities
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Topographic Maps
A topographic map uses sets of lines called contours to indicate elevations of the
ground surface. Contour lines represent a contiguous set of points that are at the same
elevation and can be thought of as the outl ine of a horizontal "slice" of the ground surface. Figure 3.1 illustrates the cross-sectional and topographic views of a sphere, and
Figure 3.2 shows a portion of an actual topographic map. Topographic maps are often
referred to by the contour interva l that they present, such as a 20-foot topographic
map or a 1-meter contour map.
By superimposing a topographic map on a map of the network model, it is possible to
interpolate the ground elevations at junction nodes and other locations throughout the
system. Of course, the smaller the contour interval, the more precisely the elevations
can be estimated. If avai lable topographic maps cannot provide the level of precision
needed, other sources of elevation data need to be considered.
Topographic maps are also available in the form of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs),
which can be used to electronical ly interpolate elevations. The results of the DEM are
only as accw·ate as the underlying topographic data on which they are based; thus, it is
possible to calculate elevations to a large display precision but with no additional
accuracy.

Figure 3.1
Topographic
representation of a
hem isphere
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As-Built Drawings
Site restrictions and on-the-fly changes often result in differences between original
design plans and the actual constructed system. As a result, most utilities perform
post-construction surveys and generate a set of as-built or record drawings for the
purpose of documenting the system exactly as it was built. In some cases, an inspector's notes may even be used as a suppl ementa l form of documentation. As-bui lt
drawings can be especially helpful in areas where a fine level of precision is required
for pipe lengths, fitting types and location s, elevations, and so forth.
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Figure 3.2
Typical topographi c
map

As-built drawings can also provide reliable descriptions of other system components
such as storage tanks and pumping stations. There may be a complete set of drawings
for a single tank, or the tank plans could be included as part of a larger construction
project.

Electronic Maps and Records
Many water distribution utilities have some form of electronic representation of their
systems in formats that may vary from a nongraphical database, to a graphics-only
Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD) drawing, to a Geographic Information System (GIS)
that combines graphics and data.

Nongraphical Data. It is common to find at least some electronic data in nongraphical formats, such as a tracking and inventory database, or even a legacy textbased model. These sources of data can be quite helpful in expediting the process of
model construction. Even so, care needs to be taken to ensure that the network topo logy is correct, because a simp le typographic error in a nongraphical network can be
difficult to detect.
Computer-Aided Drafting. The rise of computer technology has led to many
improvements in all aspects of managing a water distribution utility, and mapping is
no exception. CAD systems make it much easier to plug in survey data, combine data
from different sources, and otherwise maintain and update maps faster and more reliably than ever before.
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Even for systems having on ly paper maps, many utiliti es digitize th ose maps to convert them to an electronic drawing form at. Traditi onall y, dig itiz ing has been a process
of tracing over paper maps with speci al computer peripherals, ca ll ed a digitizing tablet and puck (see Figure 3.3). A paper map is attached to the ta blet, and the draftsperson uses crosshairs on the puck to point at locati ons on the paper. Through
magnetic or optical techniques, the tablet creates an equi va lent point at the
appropriate location in the CAD drawing. As long as the tablet is ca librated correctly,
it will automatically account for rotation, skew, a nd sca le.
Figure 3.3
A typica l digitizing
tablet

"'----,

Another form of digitizing is called heads-up digitizing (see F igure 3.4). Thi s method
invo lves scanning a paper map into a raster electroni c format (suc h as a bitma p),
bringing it into the background of a CAD system , a nd electroni ca ll y trac ing ove r it on
a different layer. The term heads-up is used because the draftsperso n rema ins foc used
on the computer screen rather than on a digiti zing tabl et.

Geographic Information Systems. A

Geographi c information syste m
(GIS) is a computer-based tool for mapping and analyz ing obj ects and events that
happen on earth . GIS technology integrates common data base operations suc h as
query and statistical analysis with the unique visualization and geographi c analys is
benefits offered by maps (ESRI, 200 I). Because a GIS stores da ta on the ma ti c layers
linked together geographically, di sparate data sources can be combined to determ ine
relationships between data and to synthes ize new inform ation .
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Figure 3.4
Network model
overlaid on an aerial
photograph

GIS can be used for tasks such as proximity analysis (identifying customers within a
certain distance of a particular node), overlay analysis (determining all junctions that
are completely within a particular zoning area), network analysis (identifying all
households impacted by a water-main break), and visualization (displaying and communicating master plans graphically). With a hydraulic model that links closely to a
GIS, the benefits can extend well beyond just the process of building the model and
can include skeletonization, demand generalization, and numerous other operations.

3.2

MODEL REPRESENTATION

The concept of a network is fundamental to a water distribution model. The network
contains all of the various components of the system, and defines how those elements
are interconnected. Networks are comprised of nodes, which represent features at specific locations within the system, and links, which define relationships between nodes.

I
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Network Elements
Water distribution models have many types of nodal elements, including junction
nodes where pipes connect, storage tank and reservoir nodes, pump nodes, and control valve nodes . Models use link elements to describe the pipes connecting these
nodes. Also, elements such as valves and pumps are sometimes classified as links
rather than nodes. Table 3.1 li sts each model element, the type of element used to represent it in the model, and the primary modeling purpose.

Table 3.1 Common network modeling elements
Element

Type

Primary Modeling Purpose

Reservoir

Node

Provides water to the system

Tank

Node

Stores excess water within th e system and re leases that water
at times of high usage

Junction

Node

Removes (demand) or adds (infl ow) water from/to
the system

Pipe

Link

Conveys water from one node to another

Pump

Node
or link

Raises the hydraulic grade to overcome e levati on di fferences
and friction losses

Control
Valve

Node
or lin k

ContTO is flow or pressure in the system based on specified
criteri a

Naming Conventions (Element Labels). Because model s may conta in tens
of thousands of elements, naming conventions are an important consideration in making the relationship between real-world components and model elements as obvious
as possible (see Figure 3.5). Some models allow only numeric numbering of elements, but most modern models support at least some level of alphanumeric labeling
(for example, "J-1," "Tank 5," or "West Side Pump A").
Figure 3.5
Schematic junction
with nam ing
co nvention

r-

1"115" =Sequential Number

l

Description

JS -115- Elm Street

I1

"5" = Zone 5

"J" = Junction Node

Naming conventions should mirror the way the modeler thinks about the particular
network by using a mixture of prefixes, suffixes, numbers, and descriptive text. In
general, labels should be as short as possible to avoid cluttering a drawing or rep01t,
but they should include enough information to identify the element. For example, a
naming convention might include a prefix for the element type, another prefix to indicate the pressure zone or map sheet, a sequential number, and a descriptive suffix .

Model Representation
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Of course, modelers can choose to use some creativity, but it is important to realize
that a name that seems obvious today may be baffling to future users. Intelligent use
of element labeling can make it much easier for users to query tabular displays of
model data with filtering and sorting commands. In some cases, such as automated
calibration, it may be very helpful to group pipes with like characteristics to make calibration easier. If pipe labels have been set up such that like pipes have similar labels,
this grouping becomes easy.
Rather than starting pipe labeling at a random node, it is best to start from the water
source and number outward along each pipeline. In addition, just as pipe elements
were not laid randomly, a pipe labeling scheme should be developed to reflect that.
For example, consider the pipes in Figure 3.6 (Network A), which shows that the
pipes were laid in four separate projects in four different years. By labeling the pipes
as shown in Figure 3.6 (Network B), the user will be able to more rationally group,
filter, and sort pipes. For example, pipes laid during the 1974 construction project
were labeled P-21, P-22, and so on so that those pipes could be grouped together. This
can have major time-saving benefits in working with a large system.

Figure 3.6
Logica l element
labe ling schemes

Source

Network A

Source

Network B
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Boundary Nodes. A boundaJy node is a network element used to represent
locations with known hydraulic grade elevations. A botmdary condition imposes a
requirement within the network that simul ated flows entering or exiting the system
agree with that hydraulic grade. Reservoirs (also called fixed grade nodes) and tank
are common examp les of boundary nodes.
Every model must have at least one boundary node so that there is a reference point
for the hydraulic grade. In addition, every node must maintain at least one path back
to a boundary node so that its hydrauli c grade can be calculated. When a node
becomes disconnected from a boundary (as when pipes and valves are closed), it can
result in an error condition that needs to be addressed by the modeler.

Network Topology
The most fundamental data requirement is to have an accurate representation of the
network topology, which detail s what the elements are and how they are interconnected. If a model does not faithfully duplicate real-world layout (for examp le, the
model pipe connects two nodes that are not really connected), then the model wi ll
never accurate ly depict real-world performance, regard less of the quality of the
remaining data.
System maps are general ly good sources of topological information, typical ly including data on pipe diameters, lengths, materials, and connections with other pipes.
There are situations in which the model er must use cauti on, however, because maps
may be imperfect or unclear.

False Intersections. Just because mains appea r to cross on a map does not necessarily mean that a hydraulic connection exists at that location. As illustrated in F igure 3. 7, it is possible for one main to pass over the other (ca lled a crossover).
Modeling this location as an intersecting junction node would be incorrect, and could
result in serious model inaccuracies. Note that some Gl Ss automatica ll y assign nodes
where pipes cross, which may not be hydraulically conect.
When pipes are connected in the field via a bypass (as illustrated in Figure 3.7), the
junction node should only be included in the model if the bypass line is open. Since
the choice to include or omit a junction in the model based on the open or closed status of a bypass in the field is somewhat difficult to control, it is recommended that the
bypass itself be included in the model. As a result, th e modeler can more easi ly open
or close the bypass in accordance with the real system.

Figure 3.7
Pipe crossover and
crossover with bypass

++
Cross

Crossover

Crossover wf
Bypass Line
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Converting CAD Drawings into Models. Although paper maps can sometimes falsely make it appear as though there is a pipe intersection, CAD maps can
have the opposite problem. CAD drawings are often not created with a hydraulic
model in mind ; thus, lines representing pipes may visually appear to be connected on
a large-scale plot, but upon closer inspection of the CAD drawing, the lines are not
actually touching. Consider Figure 3.8, which demonstrates three distinct conditions
that may result in a misinterpretation of the topology:

• T-intersections: Are there supposed to be three intersecting pipes or two
non-intersecting pipes? The drawing indicates that there is no intersection ,
but this could easily be a drafting error.
• Crossing pipes: Are there supposed to be four intersecting pipes or two nonintersecting pipes?
• Nearly connecting line endpoints: Are the two pipes truly non-intersecting?
Automated conversion from CAD drawing elements to model elements can save time,
but (as with any automated process) the modeler needs to be aware of the potential
pitfalls invo lved and should review the end result. Some models assist in the review
process by highlighting areas with potential connectivity errors. The possibility of
difficult-to-detect errors still remains, however, persuading some modelers to trace
over CAD drawings when creating model elements.

/
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Figure 3.8
Common CA D
conversion errors

3.3

RESERVOIRS

The term reservoir has a specific meaning with regard to water distribution system
modeling that may differ slightly from the use of the word in normal water distribution construction and operation. A reservoir represents a boundary node in a model
that can supply or accept water with such a large capacity that the hydraulic grade of
the reservoir is unaffected and remains constant. It is an infinite source, which means
that it can theoretically hand le any inflow or outflow rate, for any length of time,
without running dry or overflowing. In reality, there is no such thing as a true infmite
source. For modeling purposes, however, there are situations where inflows and outflows have li ttle or no effect on the hydraulic grade at a node.
Reservoirs are used to model any source of water where the hydraulic grade is controlled by factors other than the water usage rate. Lakes, groundwater wells, and
clearwells at water treatment plants are often represented as reservoirs in water distribution models. For modeling purposes, a municipal system that purchases water from
a bulk water vendor may model the connection to the vendor's supply as a reservoir
(most current simulation software includes this functionality).
For a reservoir, the two pieces of information required are the hydraulic grade line
(water surface elevation) and the water quality. By model definition, storage is not a
concern for reservoirs, so no volumetric storage data is needed.

3.4

TANKS

A storage tank (see Figure 3.9) is also a boundary node, but unlike a reservoir, the
hydraulic grade line of a tank fluctuates according to the infl ow and outflow of water.
Tanks have a finite storage volume, and it is possible to complete ly fill or completely
exhaust that storage (although most real systems are designed and operated to avoid
such occurrences). Storage tanks are present in most real-world distribution systems,
and the relationship between an actual tank and its model counterpart is typica lly
straightforward.

Section 3.4
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Figure 3.9
Storage tanks

For steady-state runs, the tank is viewed as a known hydraulic grade elevation, and the
model calculates how fast water is flowing into or out of the tank given that HGL.
Given the same HGL setting, the tank is hydraulically identical to a reservoir for a
steady-state run. In extended-period simulation (EPS) models, the water level in the
tank is allowed to vary over time. To track how a tank's HGL changes, the relationship between water surface elevation and storage volume must be defined. Figure 3.10
illustrates this relationship for various tank shapes. For cylindrical tanks, developing
this relationship is a simple matter of identifying the diameter of the tank, but for noncylindrical tanks it can be more challenging to express the tank's characteristics.
Some models do not support noncylindrical tanks, forcing the modeler to approximate
the tank by determining an equivalent diameter based on the tank's height and capacity. This approximation, of course, has the potential to introduce significant errors in
hydraulic grade. Fortunately, most models do suppOtt non-cylindrical tanks, although
the exact set of data required varies from model to model.
Regardless of the shape of the tank, several elevations are important for modeling purposes. The maximum elevation represents the highest fill level of the tank, and is
usually determined by the setting of the altitude valve if the tank is equipped with one.
The overflow elevation, the elevation at which the tank begins to overflow, is slightly
higher. Similarly, the minimum elevation is the lowest the water level in the tank
should ever be. A base or reference elevation is a datum from which tank levels are
measured.
The HGL in a tank can be refened to as an absolute elevation or a relative level,
depending on the datum used. For example, a modeler working near the "Mile High"
city of Denver, Co lorado, could specify a tank's base elevation as the datum, and then
work with HGLs that are relative to that datum. Alternatively, the modeler could work
with absol ute elevations that are in the thousands of feet. The choice of whether to use
absolute elevation s or relative tank levels is a matter of personal preference. Figure

I
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3.11 illustrates these important tank elevation conventions for modeling tanks. Notice
that when using relative tank levels, it is possible to have different va lues for the same
level, depend ing on the datum selected.
Figure 3 . 10
Volume vers us leve l
curves for various
tank shapes
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Water storage tanks can be classified by construction material (welded steel, bolted
stee l, reinfo rced concrete, prestressed concrete), shape (cylindrical, spherical, torroidal, rectangular), style (elevated, standpipe, ground, buried), and ownership (utility,
private) (Wa lski, 2000). However, for pipe network modeling, the most important
class ifi cation is whether or not the tank "floats on the system." A tank is said to float
on the system if the hydraul ic grade elevation inside the tank is the same as the HGL
in the water di stributi on system immed iate ly outside of the tank. With tanks, there are
really th ree situations that a mode ler can encounter:
1. Ta nk that fl oats on the system with a free surface
2. Pressure (hydropneumatic) tank that floats on the system
3. Pumped storage in wh ich water must be pumped from a tank

Section 3.4
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Figure 3.11
Important tank
elevations

Figure 3.12 shows that elevated tanks, standpipes, and hydropneumatic tanks float on
the system because their HGL is the same as that of the system. Ground tanks and
buried tanks may or may not float on the system, depending on their elevation. lf the
HGL in one of these tanks is below the HGL in the system, water must be pumped
from the tank, resulting in pumped storage.
A tank with a free surface floating on the system is the simp lest and most common
type of tank. The pumped storage tank needs a pump to deliver water from the tank to
the distribution system and a control valve (usually modeled as a pressure sustaining
va lve) to gradually fill the tank without seriously affecting pressure in the surrounding
system.
Figure 3.12
Relationship between
floating, pressurized,
and pumped tanks

Elevated
,

Standpipe

Buried

!- - Pumped Storage-!

Floating on System-------
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Hydropneumatic Tanks. In most tanks, the water surface elevation in the tank
equals the HGL in the tank. In the case of a pressure tank, however, the HGL is higher
than the tank 's water surface. Pressure tanks, also call ed hydropneumatic tanks, are
patily full of compressed air. Because the water in the tank is pressurized, the HGL is
higher than the water surface elevation, as reflected in Equation 3.1 .
HGL = Cj>+Z

where

HGL =
P =
Z =
C1 =

(3 .1)

HGL of water in tank (ft, m)
pressure recorded at tank (psi, kPa)
elevation of pressure gage (ft, m)
unit conversion factor (2.31 Engli sh, 0.102 Sl )

In steady-state models, a hydropneumatic tank can be represented by a tank or reservoir having this HGL. In EPS model s, the tank must be represented by an equiva lent
free-surface tank floating on the system. Because of the air in the tank, a hyd ropneumatic tank has an effective volume that is less than 30 to 50 percent of the total
volume of the tank. Modeling the tank involves first determining the minimum and
maximum pressures occurring in the tank and converti ng them to HGL values using
Equation 3.1. The cross-sectional area (or diameter) of this equ ivalent tank can be
determined by using Equation 3.2.
A

=

eq

where

veff
HGLm ax - HGLmin

(3.2)

A." = area of equivalent tank (ft\ m 2)
3
3
~JT =effective volume of tank (ft , m )
HGL,"" = maximum HGL in tank (ft, m)
HGL,,., = minimum HGL in tank (ft, m)

The relationship between the actua l hydropneumatic tank and the model tank is
shown in Figure 3.13.
Using this technique, the EPS model of the tank will track HGL at the tank and volume of water in the tank, but not the actual water level.

3.5

JUNCTIONS

As the term implies, one of the primary uses of a junction node is to provide a location for two or more pipes to meet. Junctions, however, do not need to be elem ental
intersections, as a junction node may exist at the end of a s ingle pipe (typ ically
referred to as a dead-end). The other chief role of a junction node is to provide a location to withdraw water demanded from the system or inj ect inflows (sometimes
referred to as negative demands) into the system.
Junction nodes typically do not directly relate to real-world di stribution components,
since pipes are usually joined with fittings, and flows are extracted from the system at
any number of customer connections along a pipe. From a modeling standpoint, the
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importance of these distinctions varies, as discussed in the section on skeletonization
on page 112. Most water users have such a small individual impact that their withdrawals can be assigned to nearby nodes without adversely affecting a model.

Figure 3.13
Re lationship between
a hydropneumatic
tank and a model tank

v""
Equivalent
Model
Tank

Pump on

Pressure Tank

- HGL,.,

v..,
- - - - - -- HGL,,"

Junction Elevation
Generally, the only physical characteristic defined at a junction node is its elevation.
This attribute may seem simp le to define, but there are some considerations that need
to be taken into account before assigning elevations to junction nodes. Because pressure is determined by the difference between calculated hydraulic grade and elevation, the most important consideration is, at what elevation is the pressure most
important?

Selecting an Elevation. Figure 3.14 represents a typical junction node, illustrating that at least four possible choices for elevation exist that can be used in the
model. The elevation could be taken as point A, the centerline of the pipe. Alternatively, the ground elevation above the pipe (point B), or the elevation of the hydrant
(point C), may be selected. As a final option, the ground elevation at the highest service point, point D, could be used. Each of these poss ibilities has associated benefits,
so the determination of which elevation to use needs to be made on a case-by-case
basis. Regardless of which elevation is se lected, it is good practice to be consistent
within a given model to avoid confusion.
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Figure 3.14
Elevati on choices fo r
a juncti on node

High Service - D (650')

~-··············· ·····

Hydrant
Elevation - C (635') ~--·············· 0

The elevation of the centerline of the pipe may be useful for determining pressure for
leakage studies, or it may be appropriate when modeling above-ground piping systems (such as systems used in chemical processing). Ground elevations may be the
easiest data to obtain and wi ll also overlay more easily onto mapping systems that use
ground elevations. They are frequently used for models of municipal water distribution systems. Both methods, however, have the potential to overlook poor service
pressures because the model coul d incorrectly indicate acceptable pressures for a customer who is notably higher than the ground or pipe centerline. In such cases, it may
be more appropriate to select the elevation based on the highest service elevation
required.
In the process of model calibration (see Chapter 7 for more about calibration), accurate node elevations are crucial. If the elevation chosen for the modeled junction is not
the same as the elevation associated with recorded field measurements, then direct
pressure comparisons are meaningless. Methods for obtaining good node elevation
data are described in Walski (1999).

3.6

PIPES

A pipe conveys flow as it moves from one junction node to another in a network. In
the real world , individual pipes are usuall y manufactured in lengths of around 18 or
20 feet (6 meters), which are then assembled in series as a pipeline. Rea l-world pipelines may also have various fittings, such as elbows, to handle abrupt changes in
direction, or isolation valves to close off flow through a particu lar section of pipe.
Figure 3.15 shows ductile iron pipe sections.
For modeling purposes, individual segments of pipe and associated fittings can all be
combined into a single pipe element. A model pipe shou ld have the same characteristics (size, materia l, etc.) throughout its length.

Section 3.6
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Figure 3.15
Ductil e iron pipe
sections

Length
The length assigned to a pipe should represent the full distance that water flows from
one node to the next, not necessarily the straight-line distance between the end nodes
of the pipe.

Scaled versus Schematic. Most simulation software enables the user to indicate either a scaled length or a user-defined length for pipes. Scaled lengths are automatically determined by the software, or scaled from the alignment along an
electronic backgrmmd map. User-defined lengths, applied when scaled electronic
maps are not available, require the user to manually enter pipe lengths based on some
other measurement method, such as use of a map wheel (see Figure 3.16). A model
using user-defined lengths is a schematic model. The overall connectivity of a schematic model should be identical to that of a scaled model , but the quality of the planimetric representation is more similar to a caricature than a photograph .
Even in some scaled models, there may be areas where there are simply too many
nodes in close proximity to work with them easily at the model scale (such as at a
pump station). In these cases, the modeler may want to selectively depict that portion
of the system schematically, as shown in Figure 3.17.

Diameter
As with junction elevations, determining a pipe 's diameter is not as straightforward as
it might seem. A pipe 's nominal diameter refers to its common name, such as a 16-in.
(400-mm) pipe. The pipe 's internal diameter, the distance from one inner wall of the
pipe to the opposite wall , may differ from the nominal diameter because of manufacturing standards. Most new pipes have internal diameters that are actually larger than
the nominal diameters, although the exact measurements depend on the class (pressure rating) of pipe.
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Figure 3.16
Use of a map
measuring whee l for
measuring pipe
lengths

Figure 3.17

I

Scaled system with a
schematic of a pump
station

'

'

'

'

''

Scaled System

'

/

Pump Station Schematic
(not to scale)

For example, Figure 3.18 depicts a new ductile iron pipe with a 16-in. nominal di ameter (ND) and a 250-psi pressure rating that has an outside di ameter (OD) of 17.40 in.
and a wall thickness (Th) of 0.30 in ., resulting in an internal di am eter (ID) of 16.80 in .
(AWWA, 1996).
To add to the confusion, the ID may change over time as corrosion, tubercul ati on, and
scaling occur within the pipe (see Figure 3.19). Corrosion and tube rcul ation are
related in iron pipes. As corrosion reactions occur on the inne r surface of the pipe, the
reaction by-products expand to form an uneven pattern of lumps (or tuberc ul es) in a
process called tuberculation . Scaling is a chemical deposition process that form s a
material build-up along the pipe walls due to chemi ca l conditions in the water. For

Pipes
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example, lime scaling is caused by the precipitation of calcium carbonate. Scaling can
actually be used to control corrosion, but when it occurs in an uncontrolled manner it
can significantly reduce the ID ofthe pipe.
Figure 3.18
Cross-section of a
16-in. pipe

0.3 in . Th

17.40 in .

00

Figure 3.19
Pipe corrosion and
tuberculation

Of course, no one is going to refer to a pipe as a 16.80-in. (426. 72-mm) pipe, and
because of the process just described, it is difficult to measure a pipe's actual internal
di ameter. As a result, a pipe 's nominal diameter is commonly used in modeling, in
combination with a roughness value that accounts for the diameter discrepancy. However, using nominal rather than actual diameters can cause significant differences
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Red Wate r
Distribution system s with unlined iron or steel
pipes can be subject to water quality problems
related to corrosion, referred to as red water. Red
water is treated water containing a colloidal suspension of very small , oxidized iron particles that
originated from the surface of the pipe wall . Over
a long period of time, this form of corrosion weakens the pipe wall and leads to the formation of
tubercles. The most obvious and immediate
impact, however, is that th e oxidized iron particles
give the water a murky, reddish-brown color. This
reduction in the aesth etic quality of the water
prompts numerous customer complaints.

I

Several alternative methods are available to control th e pipe corrosion th at causes red water. The
most traditional approach is to produce water that
is slightly supersaturated with calcium carbonate.
When the water enters the distribution system, the
dissolved calcium carbonate slowly precipitates
on the pipe walls, forming a thin , protective scale
(Caldwell and Lawrence, 1953; Merrill and Sanks,
1978). The Langelier Index (an index of th e corrosive potential of water) can be used as an indication of th e potential of the water to precipitate
calcium carbonate, allowing better management
of the precipitation rate (Langelier, 1936).

A positive saturation index indicates that the pipe
should be protected, provided that sufficient alkalinity is present.
More recently, corrosion inhibitors such as zinc
orthophosphate and hexametaphosphate have
become popular in red water prevention (Benjamin, Reiber, Ferguson, Vanderwerff, and Miller,
1990; Mullen and Ritter, 1974; Volk, Dundore,
Schiermann, and LeChevallier, 2000). Several
theories exist concerning the predominant mechanism by which these inhibitors prevent corrosion.
The effectiveness of corrosion control measures
can be dependent on the hydraulic flow regime
occurring in the pipe. Several researchers have
reported that corrosion inhibitors and carbonate
films do not work well in pipes with low velocities
(Maddison and Gagnon, 1999; McNeil and
Edwards, 2000). Water distribution models provide a way to identify pipes with chronic low velocities, and therefore more potential for red water
problems. The effect of field operations meant to
control red water (for example, flushing and blowoffs) can also be investigated using hydraulic
model simulations.

when water quality mode ling is performed. Because flow velocity is related to flow
rate by the internal diameter of a pipe, the transport characteristics of a pipe are
affected. Chapter 7 discusses these calibration issues further (see page 255). Typical
roughness va lues can be fou nd in Section 2.4.

M inor Losses
Including separate modeli ng elements to represent every fitting and appurtenance
present in a real-world system wou ld be an unnecessarily tedious task. Instead, the
minor losses caused by those fittings are typically associated with pipes (that is, minor
losses are ass igned as a pipe property).
In many hydrau lic simul ations, minor losses are ignored because they do not contribute substantially to the overall head loss throughout the system. Tn some cases,
however, fl ow velocities w ithi n a pipe and the configuration of fittings can cause
minor losses to be considerab le (for example, at a pump station). The term "minor" is
re lative, so the impact of these losses varies for different situations.
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Composite Minor Losses. At any instant in time, velocity in the model is constant throughout the length of a particular pipe. Since individual minor losses are
related to a coefficient multiplied by a velocity term, the overall head loss from several minor losses is mathematically equivalent to having a single composite minor
loss coefficient. This composite coefficient is equal to the simple sum of the individual
coefficients.

3.7
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A pump is an element that adds energy to the system in the form of an increased
hydraulic grade. Since water flows "downhill" (that is, from higher energy to lower
energy), pumps are used to boost the head at desired locations to overcome piping
head losses and physical elevation differences. Unless a system is entirely operated by
gravity, pumps are an integral part of the distribution system.
In water distribution systems, the most frequently used type of pump is the centrif£tgal
pump. A centrifugal pump has a motor that spins a piece within the pump called an
impeller. The mechanical energy of the rotating impeller is imparted to the water,
resulting in an increase in head. Figure 3.20 illustrates a cross-section of a centrifugal
pump and the flow path water takes through it. Water from the intake pipe enters the
pump through the eye of the spinning impell er (I) where it is then thrown outward
between vanes and into the discharge piping (2).

Figure 3.20
Cross-section of a
centrifuga l pump
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Frflnk M. White, Fluid 1echnnlu, 1994, McCrflw-11 111 , Inc. II.CJirod uced hy 11ermlsslo n of the 1\lcGr:m-U III Com panies.

Pump Characteristic Curves
With centrifuga l pumps, pump performance is a function of flow rate. The performance is described by the following four parameters, which are p lotted versus
discharge.

• Head: Total dynamic head added by pump in units of length (see page 44)
• Efficiency: Overall pump efficiency (wire-to-water efficiency) in units of
percent (see pages 199 and 442)
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• Brake horsepower: Power needed to turn pump (in power units)
• Net positive suction head (NPSH) required : Head above vacuum (in units
of length) required to prevent cavitation (see page 48)
Only the head curve is an energy equation necessary for solving pipe network problems. The other curves are used once the network has been solved to identify power
consumption (energy), motor requirements (brake horsepower), and suction piping
(NPSH).

Fixed-Speed and Variable-Speed Pumps. A pump characteristic curve is
related to the speed at which the pump motor is operating. With f aed-sp eed pumps,
the motor remains at a constant speed regardless of other factors. Variable-speed
pumps, on the other hand, have a motor or other device that can change the pump
speed in response to the system conditions.
A vari able-speed pump is not really a special type of pump, but rather a pump connected to a vari able-speed drive or controller. The most common type of variablespeed drive controls the fl ow of electricity to the pump motor, and therefore contro ls
the rate at which the pump rotates. The difference in pump speed, in turn, produces
different head and discharge characteristics. Variable-speed pumps are useful in applications requiring operational fl exibility, such as when flow rates change rap id ly, but
the desired pressure remains constant. An example of such a situation would be a network with little or no storage available.

I

Power and EHiciency. The term power may have one of several meanings
when dealing with a pump. These possible meanings are li sted below:
• Input power: The amount of power that is delivered to the motor, usually in
electric form
• Brake power: The amount of power that is delivered to the pump from the
motor
• Water power: The amount of power that is de livered to the water from the
pump
Of course, there are losses as energy is converted from one form to another (electricity
to motor, motor to pump, pump to water), and every transfer has an efficiency associated with it. The efficiencies associated with these transfers may be expressed either
as percentages (1 00 percent is perfectly efficient) or as decimal va lues ( 1.00 is perfectly efficient), and are typically defined as fo llows:

• Motor efficiency: The ratio of brake power to input power
• Pump efficiency: The ratio of water power to brake power
• Wire-to-water (overall) efficiency: The ratio of water power to input power
Pump efficiency tends to vary significantly with fl ow, whi le motor efficiency remai ns
relatively constant over the range of loads imposed by most pumps . Note that there
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may also be an additional efficiency associated with a variable-speed drive. Some
engineers refer to the combination of the motor and any speed controls as the driver.
Figure 3.21 shows input power and wire-to-water efficiency curves overlaid on a typical pump head curve. Notice that the input power increases as discharge increases,
and head decreases as discharge increases. For each impeller size, there is a flow rate
corresponding to maximum efficiency. At higher or lower flows, the efficiency
decreases . This maximum point on the efficiency curve is called the best efficiency
point (BEP).

Figure 3.21
Pump curves with
efficiency, NPSH, and
horsepower overlays
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Obtaining Pump Data. Ideally, a water utility will have pump operating
curves on file for every pump in the system. These are usually furnished to the utility
with the shop drawings of the pump stations or as part of the manufacturer's submittals when replacing pumps. If the pwnp curve cannot be located, a copy of the curve
can usually be obtained from the manufacturer (provided the model and serial numbers for the pump are available).
To perform energy cost calculations, pump efficiency curves should also be obtained.
Note that the various power and efficiency definitions can be confusing, and it is
important to distinguish which terms are being referred to in any particular document.
Every pump differs slightly from its catalog model, and normal wear and tear will
cause a pump's performance to change over time. Thus, pumps should be checked to
verify that the characteristic curves on record are in agreement with field performance. If an operating point does not agree with a characteristic curve, a new curve
can be developed to reflect the actual behavior. More information is avai lable on this
subject in Chapter 5 (see page 199).
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Positive Displacement Pumps
Virtually all water distribution system pumps are
centrifugal pumps. However, pipe network models
are used in other applications-such as chemical
feeds , low-pressure sanitary sewer collection systems, and sludge pumping-in which positive displacement pumps (for example, diaphragm,
piston, plunger, lobe, and progressive cavity
pumps) are used. Unlike centrifugal pumps, these
pumps produce a constant flow, regardless of the
head supplied, up to a very high pressure.
The standard approximations to pump curves
used in most models do not adequately address
positive displacement pumps because the head
characteristic curve for such pumps consists of a
virtually straight, vertical line. Depending on the
model , forcing a pump curve to fit this shape usually results in warning messages.
An easy way to approximate a positive displacement pump in a model is to not include a pump at
all but rather to use two nodes-a suction node
and a discharge node- that are not connected.

The suction side node would have a demand set
equal to the pump flow, while the discharge node
would have an inflow set equal to this flow. The
model will then give the suction and discharge
HGLs and pressures at the nodes. (Custom
extended curve options can also be used.)
Because the suction and discharge systems are
separated, it is important for the modeler to
include a tank or reservoir on both the suction and
discharge sides of the pump. Otherwise, the
model will not be able to satisfy the law of conservation of mass. For example, if the demands on
the discharge side do not equal the inflow to the
discharge side, the model may not give a valid
solution . Because most models assume demands
as independent of pressure, inflows must equal
system demands, plus or minus any storage
effects. If no storage is present, the model cannot
solve unless inflows and demands are equal.

Even though a pump curve on record may not perfectly match the actual pump characteristics , many utilities accept that the cata logued values for the pump curve are
suffic iently accurate for the purposes of the model , and forgo any performance testing
or field verification. Th is decision is dependent on the specific situation.

Model Representation
In order to model a pump's behavior, some mathematical expression describing its
pump head curve must be defined. Different models support different definitions, but
most are centered on the same basic concept, furnishing the model with sufficient
sampl e points to define the characteristic head curve.

Selecting Representative Points. As discussed previously, the relationship
between pump head and discharge is nonlinear. For most pumps, three points along
the curve are usually enough to represent the normal operating range of the pump.
These three points include
• The zero-discharge point, also known as the cutoff or shutoff point
• The normal operating point, which should typically be close to the best efficiency point of the pump
• The point at the maximum expected discharge value

Pumps
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It is also possible to provide some models with additional points along the pump
curve, but not all models treat these additional data points in the same way. Some
models perfonn linear interpolation between points, some fit a polynomial curve
between points, and others determine an overall polynomial or exponential curve that
fits the entire data set.

Constant Power Pumps. Many models also support the concept of a constant
power pump . With this type ofpwnp, the water power produced by the pump remains
constant, regardless of how little or how much flow the pwnp passes.
Water power is a product of discharge and head, which means that a curve depicting
constant water power is asymptotic to both the discharge and head axes, as shown in
Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22
Equivalent
pum/p

cu~:ual
pump
curve

I
Discharge

Some modelers use a constant power pump definition to define a curve simply
because it is easier than providing several points from the characteristic curve, or
because the characteristic curve is not availab le. The results generated using this definition, however, can be unreliable and sometimes counter-intuitive. As shown in Figure 3.22, the constant power approximation w il l be accurate for a specific range of
flows, but not at very high or low flows. For very preliminary studies when all the
modeler knows is the approximate size of the pump, th is approximation can be used
to get into pipe sizing quickly. However, it should not be used for pwnp selection.
The modeler must remember that the power entered for the constant power pump is
not the rated power of the motor but the water power added. For example, a 50 hp
motor that is 90 percent efficient, running at 80 percent of its rated power, and connected to a pump that is operating at 70 percent efficiency will result in a water power
of roughly 25 hp (that is, 50 x 0.9 x 0.8 x 0.7 ). The va lue 25 hp, not 50 hp, shou ld be
entered into the model.

Node versus Link Representation. A pump can be represented as a node or
a link element, depending on the software package. In software that symbolizes
pumps as links, the pump connects upstream and downstream nodes in a system the
same way a pipe would . A link symbolization more closely reflects the internal mathematical representation of the pump, but it can introduce inaccuracies. For example,
Figure 3.23 illustrates how the pump intake and discharge piping may be ignored and
the head losses occurring in them neglected.

Characteristic pump
curve for a constant
power pump
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Figure 3.23
Compari son of an
actua l pump and a
pump modeled as a
link element

.~ HGL

Real World

~HGL

Model (Link)

Other models represent pumps as nodes, typically with special connectivity rules (for
exa mpl e, onl y allowing a s ingle downstream pipe). This nodal representation is less
error-prone, more reali stic, and easier for the modeler to implement. Nodal representation may also be more intuitive, since a real-world pump is usually thought of as
being in a single locati on w ith two distinct hydraulic grades (one on the intake side
and one on the di scharge side). Figure 3.24 ill ustrates a nodal representation of a
pump.

Figure 3.24
Comparison of an
acl11al pump and a
pump modeled as a
node element

~ HGL

Real World
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Model (Node)

VALVES

A valve is an element that can be opened and closed to different extents (called throttling ) to vary its resistance to flow, thereby contro lli ng the movement of water
through a pipeline (see Figure 3.25). Va lves can be classified into the fo ll owing five
general categori es:
• Isolation valves
• Directional valves
• Altitude valves
• Air rel ease and vacuum breaking va lves
• Control valves

Valves
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Figure 3.25
Different va lve types

Butterfly Valve

Gate Valve

Check Valve

Co urtesy orCr11ne Co. All Right!! Reserved.

Some valves are intended to automatically restrict the flow of water based on pressures or flows, and others are operated manually and used to completely turn off portions of the system. The behaviors of different valve types vary signifi cantly
depending on the software used. Th is section provides an introduction to some of the
most common valve types and applications.

Isolation Valves
Perhaps the most common type of valve in water distribution systems is the isolation
valve, which can be manually closed to block the flow of water. As the term " isolation" implies, the primary purpose of these valves is to provide a field crew with a
means of turning off a portion of the system to, for example, replace a broken pipe or
a leaky joint. Well-designed water distribution systems have isolation valves throughout the network, so that mai ntenance and emergencies affect as few customers as possible. In some systems, isolation valves may be intentionally kept in a closed position
to control pressure zone boundaries, for examp le.
There are several types of isolation valves that may be used, including gate valves (the
most popular type), butterfly valves, globe valves, and plug valves .
In most hydraulic models, the inclusion of each and every isolation valve would be an
unnecessary level of detail. Instead, the intended behavior of the iso lation valve
(minor loss, the ability to open and close, and so on) can be defined as part of a pipe.
A common question in constructing a model is whether to explicitly include minor
losses due to open gate valves, or to account for the effect of such losses in the HazenWilliams C-factor. If the C-factor for the pipe with no minor losses is known , an
equivalent C-factor that accounts for the minor losses is given by:
0.54

C

e

=

C

L
[

L.K

L+D(-f)

(3 .3)
;
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where

C,.
C
L
D

= equivalent Hazen-Willia ms C-factor accounting fo r m inor losses
= Hazen-Williams C-factor
= length of pipe segment (ft, m)
= diameter (ft, m)
f = Darcy- Weisbach friction factor
L K~. = sum of minor loss coeffici ents in pipe

For example, consider a 400-ft (122-m) segment of 6-in. ( 152-mm) pipe with a Cfactor of 120 and an[of0.02 . From Equation 3.3, th e equivale nt C-factor for the pipe
including a single open gate valve (K~. = 0.39) is 11 8.4. For two open gate va lves, the
equivalent C-factor is 116.9. Given that C-factors are se ldom known to within plus or
minus 5, these differences are generally negligible. Note that if a mode l is ca librated
without explicitly accounting for many minor losses, then th e C-factor resulting from
the calibration is the equivalent C-factor, and no furth er adjustme nt is needed.

Directional Valves
Directional valves, also called check valves, are used to ensure that wate r ca n flow in
one direction through the pipeline, but cannot flow in the opposite direction (backflow). Any water flowing backwards through the val ve causes it to close, and it
remains closed until the flow once again begins to go through the va lve in the forward
direction .

I

Simple check valves commonly use a hinged di sk or flap to prevent flow from traveling in the undesired direction . For example, the di scharge piping from a pump may
include a check valve to prevent flow from passing through the pump backwards
(which could damage the pump). Most models automati cally assume that every pump
has a built-in check valve, so there is no need to explicitly include one (see Figure
3.26). If a pump does not have a check valve on its di scharge side, water can flow
backwards through the pump when the power is off. Thi s situation can be modeled
with a pipe parallel to the pump that only opens when the ptunp is off. The pipe must
have an equivalent length and minor loss coefficient that will generate the same head
loss as the pump running backwards.

Figure 3.26
A check valve
operating at a pump
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Demand

Check Valve
Pump Off

Pump On
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Mechanically, some check valves require a certain differential in head before they will
seat fully and seal off any backflow. They may allow small amounts of reverse flow,
which may or may not have noteworthy consequences. When potable water systems
are hydraulically connected to nonpotable water uses, a reversal of flow could be
disastrous. These situations, called cross-connections, are a serious danger for water
distributors, and the possibility of such occurrences warrants the use of higher quality
check valves. Figure 3.27 illustrates a seemingly harmless situation that is a potential
cross-connection. A device called a backjlow preventer is designed to be highly sensitive to flow reversal , and frequently incorporates one or more check valves in series to
prevent backflow.

Figure 3.27
A potential crossconnection

As far as most modeling software is concerned, there is no difference in sensitivity
between different types of check valves (all are assumed to close completely even for
the smallest of attempted reverse flows) . As long as the check valve can be represented using a minor loss coefficient, the majority of software packages allow them to
be modeled as an attribute associated with a pipe, instead of requiring that a separate
valve element be created.

Altitude Valves
Many water utilities employ devices called altitude valves at the point where a pipeline enters a tank (see Figure 3.28). When the tank level rises to a specified upper
limit, the valve closes to prevent any further flow from entering, thus eliminating
overflow. When the flow trend reverses, the valve reopens and allows the tank to drain
to supply the usage demands of the system.
Most software packages, in one form or another, automatically incorporate the behavior of altitude valves at both the minimum and maximum tank levels and do not
require explicit inclusion of them. If, however, an altitude valve does not exist at a
tank, tank overflow is possible, and steps must be taken to include this behavior in the
model.
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Figure 3.28
Alti tude va lve
controlli ng the
max im um fi ll level of
a tank
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Air Release Valves and Vacuum Breaking Valves
Most systems include special air release valves to release trapped air during system
operation, and air/ vacuum valves that discharge air upon system start-up and admit
air into the system in response to negative gage pressures (see Figure 3.29). These
types of valves are often found at system high points, where trapped air settles, and at
changes in grade, where press ures are most likely to drop below ambient or atmospheric conditions. Combination air valves that perform the functions of both valve
types are often used as we ll.
Air release and air/vacuum valves are typically not inc luded in standard water distribution system modeli ng. The importance of such elements is significant, however, for
advanced studies such as transient analyses.
Figure 3.29
Air release and air/
vacuum valves

Air Release Valve
Co urt ~y

Vacuum Breaking Valve
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Control Valves
For any control valve, also called regulating valve, the setting is of primary importance. For a fl ow control valve, thi s setting refers to the flow setting, and for a throttle
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control valve, it refers to a minor loss coefficient. For pressure-based controls, however, the setting may be either the hydraulic grade or the pressure that the valve tries
to maintain . Models are driven by hydraulic grade, so if a pressure setting is used, it is
critically important to have not only the conect pressure setting, but also the correct
valve elevation.
Given the setting for the valve, the model calculates the flow through the valve and
the inlet and outlet HGL (and pressures). A control valve is complicated in that,
unlike a pump, which is either on or off, it can be in any one of the several states
described in the following list. Note that the terminology may vary slightly between
models.

• Active: Automatically controlling flow
- Open: Opened fully
- Closed (1): Closed fully
- Throttling: Throttling flow and pressure
• Closed (2): Manually shut, as when an isolating valve located at the control
valve is closed
• Inactive: ignored
Because of the many possib le control valve states, valves are often points where
model convergence problems exist.

Pressure Reducing Valves (PRVs). Pressure reducing valves (PRVs) throttle
automatically to prevent the downstream hydraulic grade from exceeding a set value,
and are used in situations where high downstream pressures could cause damage. For
example, Figure 3.30 illustrates a connection between pressure zones. Without a PRY,
the hydraulic grade in the upper zone could cause pressures in the lower zone to be
high enough to burst pipes or cause relief valves to open.

Figure 3.30
Schematic network
illustrating the use of
a pressure reducing
va lve
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Unli ke th e iso lati on va lves discussed earlier, PRYs are not associated with a pipe but
are expli citly represented with in a hydraulic model. A PRY is characterized in a
model by the downstream hydraulic grade that it attempts to maintain, its controlling
status, and its minor Joss coefficient. Because the valve intentionally introduces losses
to meet the requi red grade, a PRY's minor loss coefficient is really only a concern
when the va lve is wide open (not throttling).
Like pumps, PRVs connect two pressure zones and have two associated hydraulic
grades, so some mode ls represent them as links and some represent them as nodes.
The pitfa ll s of link characterization of PRYs are the same as those described previously for pumps (see page 99).

Pressure Sustaining Valves (PSVs). A pressure sustaining valve (PSY)
throttles the fl ow auto matica ll y to prevent the upstream hydraulic grade from dropping below a set value. This type of valve can be used in situations in which unregulated fl ow would res ul t in inadequate pressures for the upstream portion of the system
(see Figure 3.3 1). They are frequently used to model pressure relief valves (see page
3 13).
Like PRVs, a PSY is typica ll y represented explicitly within a hydraulic model and i
characterized by the upstream pressure it tries to maintain, its status, and its minor
loss coeffic ient.
Figure 3.31
Schemati c network
illustra ting the use of
a pressure sustaini ng
va lve
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Flow Control Valves (FCVs). Flow control valves (FCVs) automatically throttl e to limit the rate of fl ow passi ng through the va lve to a user-specified value. This
type of va lve can be empl oyed anywhere that flow-based regulation is appropriate,
such as when a water di stribu tor has an agreement with a customer regarding max imum usage rates. FCYs do not guarantee that the flow will not be less than the setting
value, only that the fl ow will not exceed the setting value. If the flow does not equa l
th e setting, modeling packages will typically ind icate so with a warning.
Simil ar to PRVs and P SVs, most mode ls directly support FCYs, which are characterized by their max imum fl ow setting, status, and minor loss coefficient.
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Throttle Control Valves (TCVs). Unlike an FCV where the flow is specified
directly, a throttle control valve (TCV) throttles to adjust its minor loss coefficient
based on the value of some other attribute of the system (such as the pressure at a critical node or a tank water level). Often the throttling effect of a particular valve position is known, but the minor loss coefficients as a function of position are unknown.
This relationship can frequently be provided by the manufacturer.

Valve Books
Many water utilities maintain valve books, which are sets of records that provide
details pertaining to the location, type, and status of isolation valves and other fittings
throughout a system. From a modeling perspective, valve books can provide valuable
insight into the pipe connectivity at hydraulically complex intersections, especially in
areas where system maps may not show all of the details.

3.9
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Operational controls, such as pressure switches, are used to automatically change the
status or setting of an element based on the time of day, or in response to conditions
within the network. For example, a switch may be set to turn on a pump when pressures within the system drop below a desired value. Or a pump may be programmed
to turn on and refill a tank in the early hours of the morning.
Without operational contro ls, conditions would have to be monitored and controlled
manually. This type of operation would be expensive, mistake-prone, and sometimes
impractical. Automated controls enable operators to take a more supervisory role,
focusing on issues larger than the everyday process of turning on a pump at a given
time or changing a control valve setting to accommodate changes in demand. Consequently, the system can be run more affordably, predictably, and practically.
Models can represent controls in different ways. Some consider controls to be separate modeling elements, and others consider them to be an attribute of the pipe, pump,
or va lve being controlled.

Pipe Controls
For a pipe, the only status that can really change is whether the pipe (or, more accurately, an isolation valve associated with the pipe) is open or closed. Most pipes will
always be open, but some pipes may be opened or closed to mode l a valve that automatically or manually changes based on the state of the system. If a valve in the pipe
is being throttled, it should be handled either through the use of a minor loss directly
applied to the pipe or by inserting a throttle control valve in the pipe and adjusting it.

Pump Controls
The simplest type of pump control turns a pump on or off. For variable-speed pumps,
controls can also be used to adjust the pump's relative speed factor to raise or lower
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the pressures and flow rates that it delivers. For more information about pump relative
speed factors, see Chapter 2 (page 44).
The most common way to control a pump is by tank water level. Pumps are classified
as either "lead" pumps, which are the first to tum on, or "lag" pumps, the second to
turn on. Lead pumps are set to activate when tanks drain to a specified minimum level
and to shut off when tanks refill to a specified maximum level, usually just below the
tank overflow point. Lag pumps turn on only when the tank continues to drain below
the minimum level, even with the lead pump still running. They turn off when the tank
fills to a point below the sh ut off level for the lead pump. Controls get much more
compli cated when there are other considerations such as time of day control rules or
parallel pumps that are not identical.

Regulating Valve Controls
Simil ar to a pump, a control valve can change both its status (open, closed, or active)
and its setting. For example, an operator may want a flow control valve to restrict flow
more when upstream pressures are poor, or a pressure reducing valve to open completely to accommodate high flow demands during a fire event.

Indicators of Control Settings
If a press w-e switch setting is unknown, tank level charts and pumping logs may provide a clue. As shown in Figure 3.32, pressure switch settings can be determined by
look ing at tank level charts and correlating them to the times when pumps are placed
into or taken out of serv ice. Operations staff can also be helpful in the process of
determining pressure switch settings.

I

Figure 3.32
Correlation between
tank levels and pump
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3.10 TYPES OF SIMULATIONS
After the basic elements and the network topology are defined, further refinement of
the model can be done depending on its intended purpose. There are various types of
simulations that a model may perform, depending on what the modeler is trying to
observe or predict. The two most basic types are

• Steady-state simulation: Computes the state of the system (flows, pressures, pump operating attributes, valve position, and so on) assuming that
hydraulic demands and boundary conditions do not change with respect to
time.
• Extended-period simulation (EPS): Determines the quasi-dynamic behavior of a system over a period of time, computing the state of the system as a
series of steady-state simulations in which hydraulic demands and boundary
conditions do change with respect to time.

Steady-State Simulation
As the term implies, steady-state refers to a state of a system that is unchanging in
time, essentially the long-term behavior of a system that has ach ieved equilibrium.
Tank and reservoir levels, hydraulic demands, and pwnp and valve operation remain
constant and define the boundary conditions of the simulation. A steady-state simulation provides information regarding the equilibrium flows, pressures, and other variables defining the state of the network for a unique set of hydraulic demands and
boundary conditions.
Real water distribution systems are seldom in a true steady state. Therefore, the
notion of a steady state is a mathematical construct. Demands and tank water levels
are continuously changing, and pumps are routinely cycling on and off. A steady-state
hydraulic model is more like a blurred photograph of a moving object than a sharp
photo of a sti ll one. However, by enabling designers to predict the response to a
unique set of hydraulic conditions (for examp le, peak hour demands or a fire at a particular node), the mathematical construct of a steady state can be a very useful tool.
Steady-state simulations are the building blocks for other types of simulations. Once
the steady-state concept is mastered, it is easier to understand more advanced topics
such as extended-period simulation, water quality analysis, and fire protection studies
(these topics are discussed in later chapters).
Steady-state models are generally used to analyze specific worst-case conditions such
as peak demand times, fire protection usage, and system component failures in which
the effects of time are not particularly significant.

Extended-Period Simulation
The results provided by a steady-state analysis can be extremely useful for a wide
range of applications in hydraulic modeling. There are many cases, however, for
which assumptions of a steady-state simulation are not valid, or a simu lation is
required that allows the system to change over time. For example, to understand the
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effects of changi ng water usage over time, fill and drain cycles of tanks, or the
response of pumps and va lves to system changes, an extended-period simulation

(EPS) is needed.
It is important to note that there are many inputs required for an extended-period im-

ul ation. Due to the volume of data and the number of possible actions that a modeler
can take dur ing cal ibration, ana lysis, and design, it is highly recommended that a
model be examined under steady-state situations prior to working with extendedperiod simul ati ons. Once satisfactory steady-state performance is achieved, it is much
easier to proceed into EPSs.

EPS Calculation Process. Similar to the way a film projector flashes a eries of
still images in sequence to create a moving picture, the hydraulic time steps of an
extended-period si mul ation are actually steady-state simulations that are strung
together in sequence. After each steady-state step, the system boundary conditions are
reeva luated an d upda ted to reflect changes in junction demands, tank levels, pump
operations, and so on. Then, another hydraulic time step is taken, and the proce continues un til the end of the simu lation .

I

Simulation Duration. An extended-period simulation can be run for any length
oftim e, depending on the purpose of the analysis. The most common simulation duration is typi ca ll y a mul tiple of 24 hours, because the most recognizable pattern for
demands and operations is a dai ly one. When modeling emergencies or disruptions
that occur over the short-term, however, it may be desirable to model only a few hours
into the futu re to pred ict immediate changes in tank level and system pressures. For
water quality appli cations, it may be more appropriate to model a duration of several
days in order fo r quality leve ls to stabilize.
Even with estab lished daily patterns, a mode ler may want to look at a simulation
duration of a week or more. For examp le, consider a storage tank with inadequate
capac ity operating within a system. The water level in the tank may be only slightly
less at the end of each day than it was at the end of the previous day, which may go
unnoticed when rev iewing model resu lts. If a duration of one or two weeks is used,
the trend of the tank leve l dro pping more and more each day will be more evident.
Even in systems that have adequate storage capacity, a simulation duration of 48
hours or longer can be helpful in better determin ing the tank draining and filling characteri stics.

Hydraulic Time Step. An important decision when running an extended-period
simu lation is the se lecti on of the hydraulic time step. The time step is the length of
time for one steady-state portion of an EPS, and it should be selected such that
changes in system hydrauli cs from one increment to the next are gradual. A time step
that is too large may ca use abru pt hydrau lic changes to occur, making it difficult for
the model to give good resul ts.
For any given system, predi cting how small the time increment should be is difficult,
although experience is certainly beneficial in th is area. Typically, modelers begin by
assuming one-hour time steps, unl ess there are considerations that point to the need
for a different time step.
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Why Use a Scenario Manager?
When water distribution models were first created,
data were input into the computer program by
using punch cards, which were submitted and
processed as a batch run. In this type of run, a
separate set of input data was required to generate each set of results. Because a typical modeling project requires analysis of many alternative
situations, large amounts of time were spent creating and debugging multiple sets of input cards.
When data files replaced punch cards, the batch
approach to data entry was carried over. The
modeler could now edit and copy input files more
easily, but there was still the problem of trying to
manage a large number of model runs. Working
with many data files or a single data file with dozens of edits was confusing, inefficient, and errorprone.
The solution to this problem is to keep alternative
data sets within a single model data fi le. For
example, data for current average day demands,
maximum day demands with a fire flow at node
37, and peak hour demands in 2020 can be created, managed, and stored in a central database.
Once this structure is in place, the user can then
create many runs, or scenarios, by piecing
together alternative data sets.

For example, a scenario may consist of the peak
hour demands in 2020 paired with infrastructure
data that includes a proposed tank on Washington
Hill and a new 16-in. (400 mm) pipe along North
Street. This idea of building model ru ns from alternative data sets created by the user is more intuitive than the batch run concept, and is consistent
with the object-oriented paradigm found in modern programs. Further, descriptive naming of scenarios and alternative data sets provi des internal
documentation of the user's actions.
Because alternative plans in water modeling tend
to grow out of previous alternatives, a good scenario manager wi ll use the concept of inheritance
to create new child alternatives from existing parent alternatives. Combining this idea of inheritance with construction of scenarios from
alternative data sets gives the model user a selfdocumenting way to quickly create new and better
solutions based on the results of previous model
runs.
A user accustomed to performing batch ru ns may
find some of the terminology and concepts
employed in scenario management a bit of a challenge at first. But, with a little practice, it becomes
difficult to imagine building or maintaining a model
without this versatile feature.

When junction demands and tank inflow/outflow rates are highly variable, decreasing
the time step can improve the accuracy of the simu lation. The sensitivity of a mode l to
time increment changes can be explored by comparing the resu lts ofthe same analys is
using different increments. This sensitivity can also be evaluated during the calibration process. Ultimately, finding the correct balance between calculation time and
accuracy is up to the modeler.
Intermediate Changes. Of course, changes within a system don't always
occur at even time increments. When it is determined that an element's status changes
between time steps (such as a tank completely fi ll ing or draining, or a control condition being triggered), many models will automatically report a status change and
results at that intermediate point in time. The model then steps ahead in time to the
next even increment until another intermediate time step is required. If calcu lations
are frequently required at intermediate times, the modeler should consider decreasing
the time increment.
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Other Types of Simulations
Using the fundame ntal concepts of steady-state and extended-period simulations,
more advanced simu lations can be built. Water quality simulations are used to ascertain chemical or bio logica l constituent levels within a system or to determine the age
or source ofwater (see page 61). Automatedfirejlow analyses establish the suitability
of a system for fire protection needs. Cost analyses are used for looking at the monetary impact of operations and improvements. Transient analyses are used to investigate the short-term fluctuations in flow and pressure due to sudden changes in the
status of pumps or valves (see page 573).
With every advance in computer technology and each improvement in software methods, hydraulic mode ls become a more integral part of designing and operating safe
and reliable water distribution systems.

3. 11 SKELETONIZATION
Skeletonization is the process of selecting for inclusion in the model only the parts of
the hydrauli c network that have a significant impact on the behavior of the system.
Attempting to inc lude each individual service connection, gate valve, and every other
component of a large system in a model could be a huge undertaking without a significant impact on the model resu lts. Capturing every feature of a system would also
result in tremendous amounts of data; enough to make managing, using, and troubleshooting the model an overwhelming and error-prone task. Skeletonization is a more
practical approach to modeli ng that allows the modeler to produce reliable, accurate
results without investing unnecessary time and money.
Eggener and Polkowski ( 1976) did the first study of skeletonization when they systematically removed pipes from a model of Menomonie, Wisconsin, to test the sens itivity of model results. They found that under normal demands, they could remove a
large number of pipes and still not affect pressure significantly. Shamir and Hamberg
(1988a, 1988b) investigated rigorous ru les for reducing the size of models.
Skeletonization should not be confused with the omission of data. The portions of the
system that are not modeled during the skeletonization process are not discarded; rather,
their effects are accounted for within parts of the system that are included in the model.

Skeletonization Example
Consider the fo llowing proposed subdivision, which is tied into an existing water system model. Figures 3.33, 3.34, 3.35, and 3.36 show how demands can be aggregated
from individual customers to nodes with larger and larger nodal service areas.
Although a modeler would almost never include the individual connections as shown
in Figure 3.33, thi s example, wh ich can be extrapo lated to much larger networks,
shows the steps that are followed to ach ieve various levels of skeletonization.
As depi cted in the network segment in Figure 3.33, it is possible to not skeletonize at
all. In thi s case, there is a junction at each service tap, with a pipe and junction at each
house. There are also jw1ctions at the main intersections, resu lting in a total of nearly
50 junctions (not in cluding those required for fire hydrants).
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Figure 3.33
An all-link network
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The same subdivjsion could be modeled again, but slightly more skeletonized. Instead
of explicitly including each household, only the tie-ins and main intersections are
included. This level of detail results in a junction count of less than 20 (Figure 3.34).
Note that in this level of skeletonization, hydraulic results for the customer service
lines would not be available since they were not included in the model. If results for
service Jines are not important, then the skeletal model shown in Figure 3.34 represents an adequate level of detail.

Figure 3.34
Minimal
skeletonization

1 1
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The system can be skeletonized even more, modeling only the ends of the main piping
and the major intersections (Figure 3.35). Attributing the demands to the junctions
becomes a little trickier since a junction is not being modeled at each tap location.
The demands for this model are attributed to the junction nearest to the service (following the pipeline). The dashed boundary areas indicate the contributing area for
each model junction. For example, the junction in the upper right will be assigned the
demand for eight houses, while the lower right junction has demands for ten houses,
and so on.
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Figure 3.35
Moderate
skeletoni zation
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An even greater level of skeletonization can be achieved using just a s ing le junction
node where the subdivi sion feeds from the ex isting system. T he piping w ithin the
entire subdiv ision has been removed, w ith all dema nds being attribu ted to the remaining junction (see Figure 3.36). In thi s case, the model w ill indi cate the impact of the
demands assoc iated with the subdiv ision on the overall hydrauli c network. However,
the modeler wi ll not be able to determine how pressures and fl ows vary w ithin the
subd ivision.

Figure 3.36
Maximum
skeletoni zation
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An even broader level of skeletonization is possible in whi ch even the junction node
where the subdivis ion piping ties into the main line is exc luded. The subdivision
demands would simply be added to a nearby junction, where other effects may be
combined with those from several other subdivis ions that also have not been included
in detail. As th is examp le demonstrates, th e extent of skeletonization depends on the
intended use of the model and, to a large degree, is subj ect to the modeler's di scretion .
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Skeletonization Guidelines
There are no absolute criteria for determining whether a pipe should be included in
the model, but it is safe to say that all models are most likely skeletonized to some
degree. Water distribution networks vary drastically from one system to another, and
modeling judgment plays a large role in the creation of a solution. For a smalldiameter system, such as household plumbing or a fire sprinkler system, small
differences in estimated flow rate may have perceptible effects on the system head
losses. For a large city system, however, the effects of water demanded by an entire
subdivision may be insignificant for the large-transmission main system.

Opposing Philosophies. There are definitely opposing philosophies regarding
skeletonization that stem from different modeling perspectives. Some modelers assert
that a model should never be bigger than a few hundred elements, because no one can
possibly digest all of the data that pours out of a larger model. Others contend that a
model should include all the pipes, so that data-entry can be done by less skilled personnel, who will not need to exercise judgment about whether or not an element
should be included. Followers of this approach then use database queries, automated
consolidation algorithms, and demand allocation procedures (see page 136) to generate skeletonized models for individual applications.

Somewhere in the Middle. Most network models, however, fall somewhere
between the two extremes. The level of skeletonization used depends on the intended
use of the model. At one extreme, energy operation studies require minimal detail,
while determining available fire flow at individual hydrants requires the most. For
master planning or regional water studies, a broader level of skeletonization will typi-
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cally suffice. For detailed design work or water quality studies, however, much more
of the system needs to be included to accurately model the real-world system.
The responsibility really comes back to the modeler, who must have a good understanding of the model's intended use and must select a level of detail appropriate for
that purpose. Most modelers choose to develop their own skeletonization guidelines.

Elements of High Importance
Any elements that are important to the system or can potentially influence sy tern
behavior shou ld be included in the model. For most models this criterion includes
• Large water consumers
• Points of known conditions, such as sampling points
• Critical points with unknown conditions
• Large-diameter pipes
• Pipes that comp lete important loop s
• Pumps, control valves, tanks, and other contro lling elements

Elements of Unknown Importance

I

If the modeler is unsure what the effects of including or excluding specific elements
may be, there is a very simple method that can be used to find out exactly what the
effects are on the system. Run the model and see what happens.
A base skeleton can be created using experience and judgment, with pipes of questionable importance included. The model should be run over a range of study conditions and the results noted. One or more questionable pipes can then be closed
(preventing them from conveying water) and the model run again. If the modeler
determines that the results from the two analyses are essentially the same, then the
pipes apparently did not have a significant effect on the system and can be removed
fro m the skeleton.
If a pipe's leve l of significance cannot be determined or is questionable, it is usually
better to leave the pipe in the model. With older, nongraphical interfaces, it was often
desirable to limit the number of pipes as much as possible to prevent becoming lost in
the data. With the advanced computers and easy-to-use software tools of today, however, there are fewer reasons to exclude pipes from the model.

Automated Skeletonization
An increasing number of water utilities are linking their models to GIS systems and
even creating models from scratch by importing data from their GIS. However, there
are generally far more GIS elements than the user would want pipes in the model presenting an obstacle for a smooth data conversion process. For example, F igure 3.37
shows how a sing le pipe link from a model can correspond to a large number of GIS
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elements. The number of pipes in the GIS is even greater when each hydrant lateral
and service line is included in the GIS. Of course, the modeler can manually eliminate
pipes from the model, but this task can be extremely tedious and error prone, especially if it must be repeated for several time periods or p lanning scenarios. Thus, it is
highly desirable and clearly more efficient to automate the process of model skeletonization.

Figure 3.37
Pipe 1

Pipe 2

Pipe 4

Pipe 3

Section replaced
during repair

Valve

Pipe 5

Valve

Five Pipes in GIS

J-22

P-101

J-23

Single Pipe in Model

Simply removing pipes and nodes from a model based on a rule, such as pipe size, is a
straightforward process. The process becomes complicated, however, when it is necessary to also keep track of the demands (and assoc iated demand patterns) and emitter
coefficients that were assigned to the nodes being removed, and it becomes even more
complicated when one tries to account for the hydraulic capacity of the pipes being
removed .
Skeletonization is not a single process but several different low-level element removal
processes that must be applied in series to ensure that the demands are logically
brought back to their source of supp ly. The skeletonization process also involves
developing rules for pumps, tanks, and va lves, and deciding which pipes and nodes
should be identified as nonremovable.
As with manual skeletonization, the degree to which a system is skeleton ized depends
on the type of raw data and the ultimate purpose of the model. If the raw data are a
complete GIS of the system including service lines and hydrant laterals and the model
is going to be used to set up pump contro ls or study energy costs, it may be possible to
remove the overwhelming majority of the pipes. On the other hand, if the model was
built manually from distribution maps and the model is to be used to determine availab le fire flow at every hydrant, then there may be little room for skeletonization.

GIS pipes versus
model pipes
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The individual processes invo lved with skeletonization are discussed in the subsections that follow.

Simple Pipe Removal. The simplest type of pipe removal is when pipes are
simply removed from the system based on size or other criteria without any consideration of their effects on demand loading or hydraulic capacity. This can be u eful
when importing data from a GIS if the dataset contains service lines and hydrant laterals. This type of pipe removal is usuall y practiced before demands are a igned to
model nodes (as a preprocessing step), a lthough that is not always the ca e. Some
models that claim to perform automated skeleton ization on ly perform this type of
skeletonization process.
Removing Branch Pipes. The next simpl est type of skeletonization consists of
removing dead-end branches that do not contai n tanks at the end. This process is
referred to as branch trimming, or branch collapsing, and the user needs to determine
whether some finite number of branches should be trimmed or if the network should
be trimmed back to a pipe that is part of a loop. Figure 3.38 shows how a branch is
trimmed back to a node that is part of a loop. When dead-end branch pipes are
removed, the removal has no effect on the carrying capacity of the remainder of the
system.

Figure 3.38
Branch pipe removal
(branch trimming)

J- 12

0=4

Before Trimming

After Trimming

Removing Pipes in Series (with no other pipes connected to the
common node). In most cases, removing pipes in series (sometimes called pipe
merging) has a negligible effect on model performance. For examp le, in Figure 3.39,
pipes P-121 and P-1 22 can be combined to form a new P-121. In this example, the
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demand (Q) at J-12 is split evenly between the two nodes at the ends of the resulting
pipe. Depending on the situation, however, other rules regarding demands can be
applied. For example, either of the nodes could receive all the demand, or the demand
could be split according to user-specified rules.
Figure 3.39
Series pipe removal similar attributes

J-11
0=5

•

J-12
0=8

P-121
L=350
D=8
C=120

•

J-13
0=5
P-122
L=250
D=8
C=120

•

Before Series Pipe Removal

J-11
0 =9

•

J- 13
0=9
P-121
L=600
D=8
C=120

•

After Series Pipe Removal

If the node between two pipes in series has a large demand, removing it may
adversely impact the model results. To prevent such situations, the modeler may consider setting a limit on flows such that nodes that exceed the limit cannot be eliminated.
A key issue in combining two pipes into one lies in determining the attributes of the
resulting pipe. In Figure 3.39, the length of the resulting pipe is equal to the sum of
the lengths of the two pipes being combined and because the two pipes have the same
diameter and C-factor, the resulting pipe also has the same diameter and C-factor.
The problem becomes more complicated when the two pipes have different attributes,
as shown in Figme 3.40. In this case, the length is still the sum of the length of the two
pipes, but now there are an infinite number of combinations of diameter and C-factor
that would produce the same head loss through the pipe. As an option, the modeler
can choose to use the diameter and C-factor of one of the pipes as the attributes for the
resulting pipe. Or, the modeler can pick either the C-factor or the diameter for the
resulting pipe and then calculate the other prope1iy. For example, if the modeler specifies the diameter, then the C-factor of the resulting pipe can be given by Equation 3.4.
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(3.4)
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L = length (ft, m)
= dia meter (in., m)
C = Hazen-Willi ams C-factor
r = subscri pt referring to resulting pipe
i = subscript referring to the i-th pipe being combined

D

The mathematics are cons iderab ly more complicated when using the Darcy-Weisbach
equati on.
In Fig ure 3.40, the length of the resu lting pipe is 600 ft, so that if an 8-in. diameter
pipe was used, the Hazen-Will iams C-factor of that pipe would be 55, and if a 6-in.
di ameter was used, the C-factor wou ld be 118. Either of these values will give the correct head loss. Mi nor loss coefficients and check valves can then be assigned to the
resulting pipe if needed.

Figure 3.40
Series pipe remova l different attributes
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0=5
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Q=8
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Q=5
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P-121
L=350
0 =8
C=120

P-122
L=250
0=6
C=80

•

Before Series Pipe Removal

J-11
Q=9

•

J-13
0=9
P-121
L=600
0 =8
C=55

or

P- 121
L=600
0 =6
C= 11 8

•

After Series Pipe Removal

Removing Parallel Pipes. Another way to skeletonize a system is to remove
paralle l pipes. (Two pipes are considered to be in para ll el if they have the same beginning and end ing nodes.) When removing parall el p ipes, one of the pipes is considered
to be the dominant pipe and the length and either the diameter or C-factor from that
pipe is used for the new equivalent pipe. Depending on whether the diameter or Cfactor is used fro m the dominant pipe, the other para meter is calcu lated using equiva-
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lent pipe fonnulas. For example, if the diameter of the dominant pipe is used, then the
C-factor is given by the following equation:
L0 .54

"

C.D2.63

,. L.,
c,. = 2:63
D,.

;

I

I

(3.5)

L0.54
I

In Figure 3.41 , the length and diameter of P-40 are kept, but to account for the
removal ofP-41, the capacity of P-40 is increased by increasing the C-factor.
Other factors to consider when removing parallel pipes are check valves and minor
losses. If both pipes have check valves, then the resulting pipe should also have a
check valve. Accurately assigning minor loss coefficients when detennining equivalent pipes, however, can be more difficult. In most cases, assigning some average
value does not cause a significant error.

Figure 3.41
Removing parallel
pipes

P-41

L=280
C=120
0=250

~J-212

J-21v/
P-40

L=220
C=100
0=300
Parallel Pipes Before Removal

J-212

J-211

•

P-40

•

L=220
C=165
0=300
After Parallel Pipe Removed

Removing Pipes to Break Loops. The types of pipe removal described in
the preceding sections can reduce the complexity of a model somewhat, but to dramatically reduce system size for typical water distribution systems, it is necessary to
actua lly break loops. Although two parallel pipes are considered a loop, they can be
handled with the basic action described in the previous section, and the hydraulic
capacity can be accounted for using Equation 3.5. This section applies to loops with
more than two attachments to the remainder of the system.
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Consider the three-pipe loop in Figure 3.42 made up of pipes P-31, P-32, and P-33.
Removing any pipe in the loop can possib ly result in a branch system that can be further skeletonized using the methods described previously. However, in contrast to the
unique so lutions that result from the pipe removal operations described in the preceding sections, the resu lts of breaking this loop by removing a pipe are different depending on which pipe is removed because the removal can have an impact on the carrying
capacity of the rest of the system.
Figure 3.42
Removing pipes in
loop

P-32
L=350
0 =8
C=120

-I
I

P-33
L=100
0=6
C=120

---

P-31
L=150
0=10
C=120

Therefore, there needs to be a rule for determining which pipe should be removed
first. Usually, it is best to remove the pipe with the least carrying capacity, which may
be defined as the small est or the pipe with the minimum value of the quantity
CD2.63

L 0.54

(3 .6)

In Figure 3.42, pipe P-33 has the lowest carrying capacity so its removal should have
the least adverse impact to the carrying capacity of the system.
It is important to note that removing the pipe with the least carrying capacity does not
always do the least harm to the overall accuracy of the model. In some cases, a pipe
with very little capacity may be very important in some scenario and may need to be
kept in spite of its low carrying capacity.

Summary of Basic Pipe Removals. The results of the possible pipe
removal actions can be summarized as shown in Table 3.2. The first three actions are
fairly simple in that the system will end up with the correct flows and head loss. With
the fourth removal action, however, some carrying capacity is lost and removing one
pipe from a loop will give a different carrying capacity than remova l of a different
p1pe.
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Table 3.2 Summary of pipe removal actions
Acti on

Effect on Node

Loss of System Capac ity

Remove bra nch pipe

Removes node

No

Remove pipe in seri es

Removes node

No

Re move pipe in para llel

No nodes removed

No

Remove pipe from loop

No nodes removed

Yes

Removing Nonpipe Elements. Removing link-type elements other than fully
open pipes can be problematic, thus special rules must be developed for handling the
skeletonization of other network elements including pumps, tanks, closed pipes, and
valves.
A closed pipe or a pwnp that is not running has essentially already been skeletonized
out of the system and any effort to skeletonize it is trivial. If the element may be open,
however, then it should be treated as being open during the removal process.
Some other rules regarding the skeletonization of other network elements include the
following:
• When loads are being aggregated from removed nodes, they cannot be
passed through pumps, control valves, check valves, or closed valves.
• Pumps, control valves, and check valves in a branch can be trimmed and represented as an outflow from the remaining upstream system.
• Pumps, control valves, and check valves can be removed from series, parallel , or looped systems only if their effect can be accounted for, which is usually difficult.
• If there is a check valve on a pipe in series, the resulting pipe must also have
the check valve.
• Tanks are usually too important to be removed during skeletonization and no
pipes connected to tanks should be removed.

Complex Skeletonization. Skeletonizing a real system involves applying the
basic removal actions in a sequence. In general, it is best to perform the skeletonizing
actions in the order given in Table 3.2. First, remove all dead-ends or branch pipes,
then remove series pipes, then combine parallel pipes, and finally, remove loops .
After each action, it is necessary to review the network because the previous action
may have created a dead-end or a parallel pipe that did not exist previously.
Figure 3.43 , which shows a network being reduced, illustrates these actions. The network looks like a dead-end branch and if one were doing the skeletonization manually, a modeler would simply add together the demands and place them on node J-10.
However, it is difficult for a computer to recognize that this is a branch, and it must
first eliminate series pipes and loops to identify the branch.
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Figure 3.43
Steps fo r applying
automatic
ske leton ization to
complex pipe systems

P-53
P-52

P-52

P-53

P-54
P-51

P-51

J-10

J-10

Original System

Remove Pipe P-54 in Series

P-52

P-51

J-10
Remove Parallel Pi pe P-53

•

J-10
Remove Branch Pipes P-51 and P-52

Stopping Criteria. Using the basic steps described in the preceding sections,
automated skeletonization can reduce any network to a handful of tanks and pumps.
In most cases, however, a user would not want this much reduction . The key to stopping the skeletonization lies in defining criteria for links and nodes not to be skeletonized.
Usually, the user will specify that all pipes with a certain diameter or larger will not be
ske letoni zed. This preserves the larger pipes in the system. The user can also specify
that certain pipes, especia lly those that close loops, are not to be removed (or that the
bas ic action of removing pipes from loops will not be carried out at all). The user can
also specify that if a pipe removal removes a node with greater than a specified
demand, then that removal action will not be carried out.
After th ese limi ts are set, the skeletonization process continues until it results in a system that is skeletonized to the level specified by the user.

Skeletonization Conclusions
No hard and fast rul es exist regarding skeletonization. 1t all depends on perspective
and the intended use of the model. For a utility that operates large transmission mains
and sell s water to community networks, a mode l may be skeletonized to include only
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the source and large-diameter pipes. For a community that receives water from that
utility, the opposite may be true. Although most planning and analysis activities can
be performed successfully with a moderately skeletonized model, local fire flow evaluations and water quality analyses call for little to no skeletonization.

3. 12 MODEL MAINTENANCE
Once a water distribution model is constructed and calibrated, it can be modified to
simulate and predict system behavior under a range of conditions. The model represents a significant investment on the part of the utility, and that investment should be
maximized by carefully maintaining the model for use well into the future.
Good record-keeping that documents model runs and history is necessary to ensme
that the model is used correctly by others or at a later date, and that time is not wasted
in deciphering and reconstructing what was done previously. There should be notes in
the model files or paper records indicating the state of the system in the various model
versions. These explanations will help subsequent users determine the best model run
to use as a starting point in future analyses.
Although the initial calibrated model reflects conditions in the cmrent system, the
model is frequently used to test future conditions and alternative piping systems. The
scenario manager features in modeling software (see page Ill) enable the user to
maintain the original model while keeping track of numerous proposed changes to the
system, some of which are never constructed. Eventually, a model file may contain
many "proposed" facilities and demands that fall into the following categories:
• Installed
• Under design or construction
• To be installed later
• Never to be installed
The user needs to periodically update the model file so that installed piping is accurately distinguished from proposed facilities, and that facilities that will most likely
never be installed are removed from the model. The modeler also needs to be in regular contact with operations personnel to determine when new piping is placed into service. Note that there may be a substantial lag between the time that a pipe or other
facility is placed into service, and the time that facility shows up in the system map or
GIS.
Once a master plan or comprehensive planning study is completed, model use typically becomes sporadic, though the model will still be used to respond to developer
inquiries, address operations problems, and verify project designs. Each of these special studies involves creating and running additional scenarios. A single model eventually becomes cluttered with extraneous data on alternatives not selected.
A good practice in addressing these special studies is to start from the existing model
and create a new data file that will be used to study alternative plans. Once the project
design is complete, the facilities and demands associated with the selected plan
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should be placed into the main model file as future facilities and demands. The version of the model used for operational studies should not be updated until the facilities
are actually placed into service.
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DISCUSSION TOPICS AND PROBLEMS
Read the chapter and complete the problems. Submit your work to Haestad Methods
and earn up to 11 .0 CEUs. See Continuing Education Units on page xix for more
information, or visit www haestad.com/awdm-ceus/.

3.1

Manually find the flow rate through the system shown in the figure and compute the pressure at node
J-1 . Also, find the suction and discharge pressures of the pump if it is at an e levation of 115 ft. Use
the Hazen-Williams equation to compute friction losses. Assume h, is in ft and Q is in cfs.

300 It

R-B
Pipe 3:
L= 1,000 It
0 = 12 in.
C=120

Pipe 2:
h, =

0=12 in.

\

C=120

125 It

R-A

J-1

L=2,200 It

1 50
225 · 10Q "

Pipe 1:
L= 220 It
0=16 in.
C=120

Elev

= 150 It
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Manually find the fl ow in each pipeline and the pressure at node J- 1 for the system shown in the fig·
ure. Assume that h, is in m and Q is in m'/s and note the demand a t junction J. J of 21.2 1/s. Use the
Hazen-Wil liams equ ation to compute friction losses.
Hint: Express the fl ow in Pipe 3 in tem1s of the flow in Pipe I or Pipe 2.

91.4 m
R- B

Pipe 3:

L=304.8 m
0 =305 mm
C=120
J-1

Pipe 2:

\ev= m

L=670.6 m
0=305 mm
C= 120

45.7

Q = 21.21/s
38.1 m
R- A

Pipe 1:

L=67.1 m
0 =406 mm
C=120

3.3

English Units: Manually find the di scharge through each pipeline a nd the pressure at each junction
node of the rural water system shown in the figure. Physica l data for this system are given in the
tabl es th at follow. Fill in the tabl es at the end of the problem.

P-12

J-12

lll-10

~ J-11
P-10

P-11

•

P-8

P-9

J-8

J-9

J-7

0

P-7

J-5
J-6

-~

P-5
P-4

J-3

P-6
J-4

P-3
R-1

v

(Not To Scale)

P-1

P-2
J-1

-

J-2
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Pipe Label

Length
(ft)

Diameter
(in.)

Hazen-Williams
C-factor
120

P- 1

500

10

P-2

1,200

6

120

P-3

4,200

10

120

P-4

600

6

110

P-5

250

4

110

P-6

500

4

100

P-7

5,200

8

120

P-8

4,500

4

100

P-9

5,500

3

90

P- 10

3,000

6

75

P- 11

570

6

120

P- 12

550

4

80

Node Label

Elevation
(ft)

Demand
(gpm)

R- 1

105 0

N/A

J- 1

860

40

J-2

865

15

J-3

870

30

J-4

875

25

J-5

880

5

J-6

885

12

J-7

880

75

J-8

850

25

J-9

860

0
18

J- 10

860

J- 11

850

15

J- 12

845

10

Pipe Label

Flow
(gpm)

Head loss
{ft)

P- 1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6
P-7
P-8
P-9
P- 10
P- 11
P- 12
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Node Label

HGL
(ft)

Pressure
(psi)

J- 1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
J-6
J-7
J-8
J-9
J- 10
J- 11
J- 12
Sf Units: Manuall y fi nd the discharge through each pipeline and the pressure at each junction node

of the rural water system shown in the figure. Physical data for this system are given in the tables
that fo ll ow. Fill in the ta bles at the end of the problem.
Length
(m)

Dia meter
(mm)

ll azen- Wi ll iams
C-factor

P- 1

152.4

254

120

P-2

365 .8

152

120

P-3

1,280.2

254

120

P-4

182 .9

152

110

P-5

76.2

102

110

Pipe Label

P-6

152.5

102

100

P-7

1,585.0

203

120

P-8

1,37 1.6

102

100

P-9

I ,676.4

76

90
75

P- 10

9 14.4

152

P- 11

173 .7

152

120

P- 12

167.6

102

80
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Node Label

Elevat ion
(m)

R-1

Demand
(1/s)

320.0

N/A

J-1

262 . 1

2.5

J-2

263.7

0.9

J-3

265 .2

1.9

J-4

266.7

1.6
0.3

J-5

268.2

J-6

269.7

0.8

J-7

268.2

4.7

J-8

259. 1

1. 6

J-9

262.1

0

J- 10

262. 1

1.1

J-11

259. 1

0.9

J-12

257 .6

0.6

Pipe Label

Flow
(1/s)

Head loss
(m)

HGL
(m)

Pressure
(kPa)

P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6
P-7
P-8
P-9
P-10
P- 11
P-12

Node Label
J- 1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
J-6
J-7
J-8
J-9
J-10
J- 11
J- 12
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3.4

Determine the effect of placing demands at points a long a pipe ra ther than at the e nd node (point D)
for the 300-m long pipe segment A-D shown in the fi gure. The pipe has a diame ter o f 150 mm and a
roughness height of 0.000 I m, and the kine matic viscosity of wate r a t the tempera ture of interest is
I x I o·• m'/s. The total head at Point A is 200m, and the ground elevati on alo ng the pipe is 120m.
The flow past point A is 9 Vs . Points A, B, C, a nd D are equidista nt from eac h othe r.

Upstream
Point A

Intermediate
Point B

Intermediate
Point C

End
Point D

I
a) Assume that there is no water usc along the pipe (that is, flow is 9 1/ s in all seg ments). Determine
the head loss in each segment and the pressure head (in mete rs) at po ints B, C, a nd D.
b) Assum e that a small amount of water is used at points Band C (typical of a pipe in a residential
neighborhood), such that the flow in the second a nd third segments decreases to 8 and 7 Vs,
respectively. Determine the pressures at points B, C, and D.
c) Assume that the water is withdrawn evenly along the pipe, such that the fl ows in the second and
third segments are 6 and 3 1/s, respectively. Find the pressures at points B, C, and D.
d) At these flows, do the pressures in the pipe vary significantly when the wa te r usc is lumped at the
endpoint versus bei ng accounted for along the length of the pipe? Would you expect a similar
outcome at much higher flows?

Pressure in meters of water
Poim
B

c
D

Part (a)

Part (b)

Part (c)

